Separation of enantiomers on a chiral stationary phase based on ovoglycoprotein. III. Effect of aggregation of ovoglycoprotein on chiral resolution.
Ovoglycoprotein from chicken egg whites (OGCHI) subjected to 80 degrees C has produced the associated OGCHI, which is a heat-induced aggregate of OGCHI. The molecular weight of the aggregate was estimated to be ca. 5.7 million daltons by a low-angle laser light-scattering detection. The heat-induced aggregate of OGCHI was found to dissociate reversibly to the OGCHI monomer. The OGCHI aggregate has little chiral recognition ability, or has much lower chiral recognition ability than the native OGCHI. Further, the OGCHI monomer from the reversibly dissociated OGCHI aggregate has chiral recognition ability comparable to that of the native OGCHI.